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Summary 
 
Marga Margulies, born in Leipzig, Germany in 1933, discusses her mother Thea (born 
Alexander) and father Simon Margulies; having an older sister Beate and a three years older 
brother Alex; her mother considering having an abortion since Hitler had just come to power; 
her father owning a grain company; living comfortably, in an apartment with 10 rooms; having 
a nanny; remembering increasing anti-Semitism in Leipzig; having vague memories of being 
sent to an orphanage; being sent to Hildesheim at the age of 2 or 3, where she was beaten 
badly by several women, resulting in hearing loss; Nazis searching their apartment for Jews, but 
not finding them; her father having to give up his company to the authorities; her father 
passing away from a heart attack; at the age of 5, in March or April 1939, being sent to Sweden 
by train on a Kindertransport with her siblings; her cousins’ family in Malmo, Sweden, 
Fischbein, finding a Swedish man called Tallberg who, for financial compensation; married her 
mother to get her mother a visa; on September 1, 1939, her mother arriving in Sweden; the 
siblings being split up; her brother living with a Jewish family; living for 6 months in Tjornarp 
where she was told a man was mean to her, not remembering herself what happened, but 
thinking she was sexually abused; along with her sister briefly staying in a Jewish family; moving 
to a couple in Stockholm where the husband was Jewish; having stomach problems but her 
host mother not allowing her to go to the bathroom when she wanted and punishing her for 
vomiting; her mother living alone in Traneberg, near Stockholm; her mother not being able to 
take care of the children since she had no income; being threatened by a Nazi barber in 
Stockholm; her mother working in a textile factory, getting asthma from the dust; her brother 
being closer to her mother; her brother moving to the US, studying at Harvard; her brother 
becoming director of the hospital Sodersjukhuset in Stockholm; not dating or being interested 
in boys and her mother taking her to the doctor because of it; studying art at Konstfack, 
Stockholm; feeling looked down upon by the wealthier Jewish families; being raped by a 
Swedish boyfriend; on a ski vacation in Austria, being raped again by another man and getting 
pregnant; wanting to have an abortion; becoming suicidal; being hospitalized at St Gorans 
hospital in Stockholm; getting electric shock treatments; feeling she got help, especially from 
Dr. Kullberg; her hearing being severely damaged; working at the office at a sanitation 
company; grieving never getting married; always hating brown and blue clothing because of the 
uniforms she saw as a child; never being allowed into the Jewish community in Stockholm; 
missing Jewish food on the holidays; enjoying having been invited to the Chabad rabbi.  
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